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SPECTACULAR VIEWS OVER THE CITY
We barely touch down in Berlin before we have you whisked
to Brewery Lemke at Hackescher Markt. Situated under
the railway arches by Alexanderplatz, this buzzy
microbrewery and restaurant welcomes you directly into
the bustle that Berlin is famed for. Trays of ice-cold beer
before an exclusive brewery tour offering a glimpse into the
fascinating process of creating craft beer. Local cuisine
awaits tour-weary legs, with further local beers to sample
on the side. Fully stuffed we transfer to 25hours Hotel Bikini
Berlin, our home for the next two nights. Located by
Berlin’s popular city zoo where the décor takes its nods –
think jungle and urban inspired rooms, which overlook the
zoo and the bustling city behind it. That evening we meet
on the hotel’s 10th floor at Neni Restaurant for a
sumptuous dinner in its Greenhouse. Surrounded by lush
botanicals, this family run restaurant offers a mosaic of
Mediterranean, Austrian, and Persian influenced cuisine.
After dinner, guests are welcome to continue the fun in
lively Monkey Bar, before stumbling happily into bed.

EXPLORE THE CITY IN CONVOY
Following breakfast at the hotel, we take a private transfer
to Lichtenberg where our Trabant safari begins. Today is
devoted to discovering Berlin’s architecture and history.
We’re first introduced to the Trabant car – an iconic
German classic car – we then self drive around the city in
what is an eye-catching and impressive convoy.

We pause at all major sights including the Berlin Wall and
Checkpoint Charlie. Moved by history, we head to lunch at
Nolle Restaurant for a traditional German feast and time to
debrief. Decorated with mirrors, marble and art deco
paintings, the restaurant setting recreates the atmosphere
of former Berlin. Following lunch, there’s time to explore
the local shops before heading back to the hotel for time at
leisure. For our final night we dine on Italian dishes at Patio
Restaurant overlooking the River Spree. After dinner,
guests can take a short transfer to the Pearl Club to
continue their night in an exclusive area.

RACE AGAINST THE CLOCK
After breakfast at the hotel, guests begin their final day with
a tablet rally bike tour around the city. A series of riddles
displayed on a tablet will guide the teams on a scenic tour
through Berlin. The fun begins at the hotel lobby, taking in
plenty of sights and stops including a lip-smacking taste of
currywurst; a delicious fried sausage seasoned with curry
ketchup that you can’t leave Berlin without sampling at
least once. The tablet rally continues through Tiergarten
before finishing at Kafer Rooftop Restaurant for a farewell
lunch. Located on top of the historic Reichstag building in
the heart of Berlin city, this restaurant serves modern local
cuisine and has breath-taking views over Berlin’s
government district. After a sumptuous lunch, we take a
private transfer to the airport for our return flight.

This is an example of an itinerary for 30 people. All our
itineraries are completely bespoke and subject to suitability
and availability.

DAY BY DAY
Date

Day 1

Morning

Guests to check in for flight to Berlin.

A member of Ulterior staff will be at the airport to meet
guests and hand out their travel documents.
Morning arrival into Berlin.

Noon
Beer tasting followed by a seated lunch.

Dinner at the hotel in Neni Restaurant.

Private transfer to the hotel for a private check in and time at
leisure.

Exclusive area reserved in the Monkey Bar for late night
drinks.

Overnight at 25hours Hotel Bikini Berlin.

Private transfer to Brewery Lemke at Hackeschen Markt for a
private brewery tour.
Day 2

Night

Breakfast at leisure in the hotel.

Private transfer to Nolle Restaurant for a traditional lunch.

Private transfer to dinner.

Private transfer to Lichtenburg for a Trabant Safari around
Berlin.

Free time to explore the shops.

Farewell dinner at Patio Restaurant.

Return to the hotel for time at leisure.

Exclusive area reserved in the Pearl Club.
Overnight at 25hours Hotel Bikini Berlin.

Day 3

Breakfast at leisure in the hotel.
Tablet rally bike tour including a currywurst snack stop.

Tablet rally bike tour will end at Kafer Rooftop Restaurant for
a sumptuous farewell lunch.
Transfer to the airport for return flight back to London.

GET IN TOUCH. LET’S TALK ABOUT YOUR
NEXT INCENTIVE. THROW AROUND SOME
IDEAS. OR JUST PICK OUR BRAIN.
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